8 PIN DPDT RELAY SOCKETS
For 8-pin, DPDT relays with rectangular base. Fits our CAT#s RLY-556, RLY-2212 and 2PRLY-120. UL, CSA.
SOLDER TERMINALS
CAT# RST-2SL $1.35 each
SCREW TERMINALS
Bulkhead, surface mount. 2.6” x 0.87” x 1” high.
CAT# RST-2 $6.45 each

ALUMINUM DIN RAIL
An easy way to attach multiple relay sockets. Sockets snap-on and off of rail. DIN rail comes in 1 meter (39”) lengths. Can be cut shorter.
CAT# C102P $5.00 each 10 for $47.50

AUTO RELAY SOCKETS
Pre-wired sockets for use in car alarms, door-locks, starter-interrupt, light circuits and other auto applications. Color-coded leads. Will fit our relay, CAT# RLY-351.
5 WIRE SOCKET
with two 18 AWG leads and three 14 AWG leads. Sockets can be interlocked side-to-side.
CAT# SRLY-2 $2.25 each • 10 for $17.50
4 WIRE SOCKET
For S.P.S.T., normally-closed applications in which relay contacts open when coil is energized. 12” leads, AWG 14 to contacts, AWG 20 to coil.
CAT# SRLY-35 $1.85 each 10 for $1.70 each
DUAL RELAY SOCKET
Dual 5 wire sockets designed for door-lock applications.
CAT # SRLY-4 $3.25 each 10 for $27.50

MINIATURE 12 VDC PUSH-TYPE SOLENOID
Ledex™ . 0.5” diameter x 1” long tubular solenoid with 3/8” dia. threaded bushing for mounting. 1/16” dia. x 1/2” long plunger. 40 Ohm coil. Operates on 12 Vdc. 1 wire leads.
CAT# SOL-102 $2.75 ea. • 10 for $2.50 ea.

12 VDC 100 MA SOLENOID VALVE
Open when activated.
Body: 24mm dia. x 31mm long. 62mm overall length, including inlet and outlet ports and terminals. 0.19” dia. ports. Used, removed from equipment.
CAT# SOL-132 $2.50 each

CLEARANCE ITEMS
These are items with special discounts on large quantities. See the clearance category on our website for lots more deals.

AC POWER CORD W/ INLINE ROCKER SWITCH
70” two-conductor power cord with on-off rocker switch mid-way. Molded, polarized AC plug. Black SPT-2 18 AWG zip cord rated 300V, 105°C, cULus.
CAT# LCAC-456 $2.00 each 100 for $1.70 each • 1000 for $1.25 each

SNAP-ON FERRITE BEAD, 7MM ID
Used to suppress RFI, EMI and unwanted spurious signals. Easy to install. Self-locking plastic snap sleeve holds ferrite form in place. 7mm (0.27”) I.D. snap-bead. 32.5 x 19.0 x 19.5mm case.
CAT# FB-103 40¢ each • 10 for 35¢ each 540 for 25¢ each • 1080 for 18¢ each

48 VDC 0.38A POWER SUPPLY
Phihong #PSC18U-480 Input: 100-240V, 0.5A, 50-60Hz, 39-51VA. 5’ cord with molded 2.5mm coax power plug. Center positive. Includes detachable IEC power cord. cULus, CE. RoHS.
CAT # PS-480 $3.50 each 10 for $3.00 each • 500 for $2.25 each 1000 for $2.00 each

6 VDC, 25 RPM GEAR MOTOR
New gear head motor prepped with an arm that rotates an offset axle in a 1” circle. Can be used to facilitate reciprocating action. Motor is 1.45”D x 3.00”L. No-load specs: 25RPM @ 6Vdc, 150mA. Prepped w/ wire leads and drive arm. Includes a custom mounting bracket and slotted metal link rod.
CAT# DCM-470 $4.75 each 10 for $4.25 each • 100 for $3.75 each 1000 for $2.50 each

0.5” DIA. X 0.15” CERAMIC MAGNET
CAT # MAG-122 10 for 80¢ • 96 for 6¢ each 960 for 5¢ each • 5000 for 3¢ each

3.5MM MONO MINI-PHONE JACK
Mono 3.5mm jack. 6mm plain bushing. PC mount.
CAT # SMJ-8 25¢ each 10 for 20¢ each • 100 for 15¢ each 1000 for 10¢ each • 5000 for 8¢ each
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